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the catalog, a symbol of trust and reliability, is
the most comprehensive source of information
about the complete global automotive
aftermarket. it is issued monthly and contains
more than 40.000 international suppliers. all data
in the catalog is referenced to o.e.m. (original
equipment manufacturers), ncap (national car
assessment program), which is maintained by the
u.s. department of transportation. "fachkundige"
zu lachen, wer das letzte wort tippt, der hat
bestimmt noch nicht gelacht, und derjenige, der
"unterhaltungsmensch" wird als
"menschheitsverbrecher" bezeichnet. aber alles,
was mensch ist ist selig - weil es ein warmes
gefühl in sich trägt. "geschichte ist nicht licht,
sondern dunkelheit, die nach und nach entwirbelt
wird, und nicht mehr in der menge, sondern in
dem einzelnen dieses wort zeigt uns, dass uns die
zukunft nicht leicht werden wird. aber wir haben
den schlüssel für sie gefunden: bewusstes leben."
heinrich von treitschke "vergebliches leben"
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companies with good quality products, who stand
out for their beauty, are inherently attractive to
business. if you could then, when customers are
not in the store they can even imagine how
beautiful your products are. this is the basis of
brand loyalty. in this interview, j&j investor>s
derinkuyu kallman talks to tecdoc managing
director, jan fichman about the brand loyalty of
companies and the importance of beauty as an
integral part of their marketing strategy.
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i was very pleased that my son hubert kutnak jr.
was able to join us so that we could highlight the

growth of the company. according to him, we
have some big plans for the next year and the
market is very interesting for us. but maybe i

would not be so excited as he is. we will present
our new products and for sure it will be a great

pleasure to talk about them. tecdoc is a global, e-
commerce database for the automotive industry,
covering more than 30 countries. its part of the
bosch group which is one of the world's leading
engineering and electronics corporations. the

catalog, containing more than 40.000 suppliers,
serves as reference for the automotive industry,
for manufacturers of truck and bus components,

for oems, tier 1 and tier 2 suppliers, for the
automotive aftermarket, for vehicle developers
and for automotive buyers. tecdoc is one of the

most important sales networks worldwide.
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originally, in 1994, tecdoc was developed to meet
the needs of the international aftermarket, and
later changed to be the must-have catalog for

oems, tier 1 and 2 suppliers, aftermarket dealers
and vehicle developers. from there the catalog
has expanded to cover practically all european

markets. from the beginning of the brand name to
date, the catalog has always played a key role in

the global automotive business: a lasting
presence and reliability that helps car and truck

producers to save time and money. the catalog, a
symbol of trust and reliability, is the most

comprehensive source of information about the
complete global automotive aftermarket. it is

issued monthly and contains more than 40.000
international suppliers. 5ec8ef588b
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